Sigma virus isolates have been extracted from samples of Drosophila melanogaster collected in the wild and some of the virus characteristics measured. Most of the virus isolates shared rather similar features after injection and had 'medium' values for incubation time, transovarial transmission pattern, and sensitivity to genes for resistance to the virus. One single serotype was found, similar to that of the laboratory strains already tested.
INTRODUCTION
It has been known for many years that specific CO2 sensitivity of Drosophila melanogaster flies is the symptom of infection by a rhabdovirus, sigma, which is not contagious, but is transmitted to offspring through gametes (L'H6ritier, 1970) . In French natural populations, about 20% of the flies are infected by sigma virus (Fleuriet, 1976) . There has been renewed interest in this situation since the finding that pathogenic viruses of vertebrates such as vesicular stomatitis virus, LaCrosse virus, Japanese encephalitis virus and yellow fever virus (Tesh et al. 1972; Watts et aL, 1973; Rosen et al., 1978; Aitken et al., 1979) are transovarially transmitted in their insect vectors. Transovarial transmission would permit the maintenance of these viruses after winter or drought periods which decimate the adults. Considerable genetic differences have been observed between laboratory strains of sigma virus (Vigier, 1966; L'H6ritier, 1970) . It appeared of interest to determine whether such a large variability exists also in the virus strains propagated by natural populations of D. melanogaster or whether virus isolates collected in the wild in different regions or at different times show homogeneous features. Some of the characteristics of the virus isolates have already been analysed (Fleuriet, 1980) . This paper reports on some viral features examined in two series of injection experiments, one conducted in 1969 and 1970, the other in 1980. It is probable that in the wild these characteristics are not directly implicated in the virus-host relations. However, this survey could give an idea of the quantitative variation covered by natural sigma strains.
METHODS
Virus isolates. Samples of flies were collected during the autumn in different regions of France ( Fig. 1 ) and submitted to CO2 treatment. The flies which showed CO2 sensitivity in the test were kept until the experiments were carried out, 3 or 4 months later at most. They were either frozen for the experiments measuring incubation times, or maintained in experimental populations for the experiments measuring the effect of the genes for resistance.
Fly strains. Two loci were used in this work: ref (2) M~n&r~ol; 6, Echeneaux; 7, Lavaux; 8, Moulins; 9, Chantelle; 10, Saill~; 11, Kerbiniou; 12, Mulhouse; 13, Digne; 14, Biziat. ref (3)D p (designated D ° and D v in this paper). The 'O' symbol indicates that the chromosome or the allele is of the 'Oregon' reference strain, the 'P' symbol that it is of the 'Paris' strain. Since no locus of the first chromosome was examined, the origin of this chromosome was always 'O' in these experiments. The laboratory strains used in this work were constructed from the Oregon and Paris stocks, using reference strains with marked chromosomes; their genotype at the two loci is indicated between bracke~:-OOO/OOO, Oregon strain used as reference strain (po/po; D°/D°). PPP/PPP, Paris strain (PP/PP; DP/DP). OPO/OPO (PP/PP; D°/D°). OPO/OOO, results of a crossing between OOO/OOO and OPO/OPO flies (po/pp; DO/DO). OOP/OOP (po/po; DP/Dp).
The other strains are of wild origin: 713 and 7143, two lines obtained after brother-sister matings from a sample collected at M6n&r6ol in 1972. 713 is po/po, 7143 is PP/PP. Nothing is known about their ref(3)D locus. Go lines, two lines homozygous po/po obtained after brother-sister matings from an experimental population 'G' originating from flies collected in M6n~tr6ol in 1975 (Fleuriet, 1978) . Gp lines, seven lines homozygous PP/PP with the same origin as Go lines. Nothing is known about the ref(3)D locus of G O and G o lines.
Methods of assay
Incubation times and transovarial transmission. To isolate virus clones various dilutions of an extract of the flies, kept frozen, were injected into samples of about 50 reference flies. One month later (which is sufficient for all the virus types to multiply) the inoculated flies were submitted to CO2 treatment and the frequency of CO2-sensitive flies determined for each dilution. It was assumed that virus particles were independent in their probability of initiating infection (Brun, 1963) . Therefore, this frequency allowed the determination of the dilution corresponding to the infection of flies by only one virus particle. At this dilution, the individual extract of each CO2-sensitive fly corresponded to a virus clone. The extracts were prepared at a standard dilution of one fly in 0.1 ml Ringer's solution, i.e. in about 100 times its volume (dilution 10-2). These individual extracts were then injected into groups of reference flies and the corresponding incubation times measured. For each virus clone, a measurement of the transovarial transmission of the virus to offspring of an inoculated female (designated as 'P.G.' for 'passage au germen' in Plus, 1954 ) was also performed. For this purpose, a few inoculated females of the reference strain were allowed to lay eggs and the frequency of sensitive flies measured in their daily offspring.
For filrther details on the techniques used in the injection experiments see Plus (1954) .
Neutralization technique. A rabbit antiserum anti o (antiserum 135) had been prepared by N. Plus against a laboratory strain, Tr N, which gives relatively high titres, has short incubaticn times (5 to 8 days) and is not transmissible to offspring. The rabbit had been given five injections (subcutaneous, intravenous, subcutaneous, subcutaneous and intramuscular) at weekly intervals. This serum was diluted 10 times with Ringer's solution and antibiotics, mixed with an equal volume of virus extract and left for i h at 20 °C before being injected into a sample of reference flies. The control consisted of Ringer's solution and antibiotics only, added to the virus extract. The mixture was also left for 1 h at 20 °C before being injected into another sample of the same reference flies. The occurrence of COz sensitivity was followed in both series.
Response to fly genes for resistance. In the first experiments, concentrated virus extracts of wild origin were injected into genetically different strains of flies of laboratory or wild origin. The frequency of CO2-sensitive flies was determined 1 month after the injection.
In other experiments, virus extracts were prepared from the 'non-stabilized' infected progeny of 'stabilized' males known to contain more virus particles than stabilized flies themselves. Various dilutions of these extracts were injected into groups of flies of four genotypes (OOO/OOO, OPO/OOO, OPO/OPO, OOP/OOP). For the highest concentrations, the daily occurrence of CO2-sensitive flies was followed among the inoculated flies in order to determine the average incubation time. It is known that the greater the dilution, the longer the incubation time, and that, for the highest dilutions, the incubation time reaches a maximum value and all the inoculated flies do not become CO2-sensitive. Thus, for the highest dilutions, the frequency of sensitive flies was measured only 1 month after the injection. All these experiments were carried out at 20 °C.
RESULTS

Average incubation time
The distribution of the incubation times obtained from the virus clones studied is given in Fig. 2 and the average values of incubation times for each sample of the virus (i.e. found in one individual collection of flies) are given in Table 1 . Within a sample and among clones, the variance analysis provides evidence of the heterogeneity of incubation times on either side of an average value ( Table 1 ). The Riom sample might be an exception, but five virus clones only have been analysed and, unfortunately it has not been possible to verify that the slow clone was genetically different from the others.
Transovarial transmission to offspring
'Non-stabilized' females, such as those that have been inoculated, are able to transmit sigma virus to part of their offspring and this mechanism has been called 'passage au germen' (P.G.) in Plus (1954) . The frequency of sensitive flies in the progeny of inoculated females has been measured for each virus clone. All of the clones examined (170) have been found to be 'g+', that is are able to be transovarially transmitted, except for one of 27 analysed in the Providence isolate. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the P.G. pattern observed in one clone of three different isolates, Echeneaux, Clermont and Mulhouse. Each clone may be represented by the frequency of CO2-sensitive flies in the progeny of inoculated females. The results obtained with the various clones studied in the Echeneaux, Clermont and Mulhouse samples are given in Table 2 . Table 3 gives the average value of the frequency of CO2-sensitive flies for Hi=" 19 after their collection. All the virus extracts were inactivated: none or only very few inoculated flies were CO2-sensitive 1 month after the injection, whereas they all died in the control. Thus, one serotype only has been detected so far among all the sigma laboratory or natural strains.
Some traits of wild samples of sigma virus
Interaction between the virus isolates and two of the fly genes for resistance to the virus
Genes for resistance to sigma virus in D. melanogaster genome have been described (Gay, 1978) . Two of them were used in this work, ref (2) 
Previous results have provided evidence that French natural populations of D. melanogaster
were polymorphic for both alleles po and PP at the ref(2)P locus (Fleuriet, 1976 (Fleuriet, , 1978 . Nothing is known so far about the occurrence of the ref(3)D alleles in natural fly populations. The experiments reported here were intended to clarify a point raised in previous experiments (Fleuriet, 1980) . When considering the effect of the PP allele on the valence of 'stabilized' males (i.e. their transmission of the virus to offspring), two types of virus strains were distinguished. For type I, the transmission by males is considerably impaired, for type II it is only slightly reduced. Evidence was given of the occurrence of both types in natural populations of flies; type II was the most frequently collected in France. It seemed of interest to examine the relations between these two types and the P-or P+ virus types detected by Ohanessian-Guillemain (1963) and Gay (1968) For this purpose, some type I and II virus samples had to be injected into po/po and PP/PP flies and their multiplication examined. In a series of preliminary experiments concentrated virus extracts were injected into the various fly strains, homozygous for po or PP alleles. The frequency of sensitive flies was measured 1 month after the injection as an indication of the multiplication of sigma (Table 4 ). It appears that the virus samples examined developed, as expected, in all the po/po fly strains. As regards type I virus isolates, Honolulu failed to multiply in PP/PP fly strains, but Providence developed nevertheless to some extent in OPO/OPO flies and perhaps very slightly in Paris flies. Type II virus samples all developed in OPO/OPO, 7143 and Gp strains but their multiplication was hindered in the Paris strain.
In order to examine the action of ref (3) * +, 1 month after injection all inoculated flies were CO2-sensitive; --, none of them was CO 2 sensitive; _% only some of them were CO2-sensitive.
I" M6n&r6ol 1 and 2 are two experimental population replicates made from the same natural collection. in the different strains of flies, various dilutions of the concentrated virus extracts were injected into the four kinds of flies. As it has been shown that infected flies originating in natural populations carry far fewer virus particles than laboratory strains (VazeiUe, 1981) , the sensitive non-stabilized offspring of stabilized males, known to give a higher yield of virus particles, were used to prepare concentrated virus extracts. These extracts gave nevertheless fewer infectious units than those prepared from laboratory virus strains. It is known that, for the highest dilutions of a virus extract, the frequency of the sensitive flies decreases with the concentration of the extract. The measurement of this frequency 1 month after the injection for various dilutions of an extract allows an estimation of the number of efficient infectious units per inoculum. A titration of the same virus extract may thus be obtained with each fly strain. The ratio of two of these values will give an estimation of the differential probability of initiating infection of the virus extract in the flies of the two corresponding genotypes. Three ratios, relative to the multiplication in the Oregon strain, may be calculated:
The titrations of virus extracts are calculated using the method of Finney (1952) , and the logarithms of R,, R 2 and R 3 ratios are given in Table 5 . The incubation times found with selected laboratory virus strains may vary from 5 days to 20 to 30 days. The usual laboratory strains have incubation times of about 9 to 14 days. It therefore appears that for natural isolates, even for those collected in Africa and America, the average incubation times are quite similar between samples. Only Echeneaux and Mulhouse appear to be different from the other samples with respectively 'long' and 'short' incubation times. In this trait, therefore, the natural virus isolates collected seem to be quite homogeneous, sharing values of incubation time which appear to be of 'medium' duration when compared to those of laboratory strains.
Among isolates, basically three P.G. patterns may be distinguished (Fig. 3) . The first is found in the Echeneaux clones; only a small proportion of the progeny is infected after transovarial transmission. A second type is found in the Mulhouse isolate where a large part of the progeny is infected; the P.G. has a high maximum value and lasts quite a long time. One of the clones of the Clermont sample is given as an example of a third 'medium' P.G. pattern which seems to be the most common among the samples analysed as illustrated in Table 3 . It seems clear nevertheless that there are not really three distinct types. The average frequencies of infected flies in the progeny cover a range where 'medium' values are the most common; once again the extreme values are found in Echeneaux and Mulhouse. As an example, for laboratory virus strains, common frequencies of infected flies in the progeny of inoculated females vary from 0.10 to 0.30, Compared to the variability of laboratory virus strains, the heterogeneity detected among clones, within a sample, appears to be slight, both for incubation time and for transovarial transmission. It therefore did not seem important to make further analysis of this heterogeneity, and it is not known whether it is of genetic origin.
An interesting point seems to emerge from the analysis of the results of transovarial transmission together with those of incubation time measurements, namely the existence of a correlation between the incubation time of one virus clone and its P.G. pattern. The two extreme types Echeneaux and Mulhouse appear to be exceptional for both their incubation time and P.G. pattern. The shorter the incubation time, the higher the transmission to offspring and vice versa. In terms of infection efficiency, Mulhouse is more efficient and Echeneaux less efficient than the most frequent 'medium' type.
In the first series of preliminary experiments (Table 4) (Gay, 1978) . Whatever may be the interpretation, the PP/PP lines built from flies collected in the wild are more similar to the OPO/OPO stock than to the Paris stock.
More precise data about the differential multiplication of the virus extracts in the different strains of flies are needed to allow the comparison between types I or II and P-or P+-. They are given in Table 5 .
For a type II virus isolate, the analysis involves comparing its multiplication in OOO/OOO or OPO/OPO flies. For a type I virus isolate, the comparison uses OOO/OOO and OPO/OOO flies, since it is assumed not to develop in homozygous PP/PP flies. For both types, the results obtained with OOP/OOP flies are compared to those of OOO/OOO flies.
For type II virus extracts, log R 2 is about -i; they develop ten times less efficiently in PP/PP flies than in po/po flies. This corresponds to what is expected from a P-+ laboratory strain when it is not very sensitive to the PP allele. It should be noted that the difference may even be rather slight as in the case of the M6n6tr6ol 1979 isolate. For type I virus isolates, only Honolulu appears to be a genuine P-virus type since it does not develop in PP/PP flies and its multiplication in po/pp flies is 1000 times weaker than in po/po flies. The other two would be classified as P-+ strains (DOmom&re II is the virus strain extracted from an experimental population kept in a cage in the laboratory since its collection at MOn&r~ol in 1969). A more extensive survey of type I samples would be needed, but unfortunately, in the wild, this type appears to be less frequent than type II, at least in France and since 1973 (Fleuriet, 1980) . From these results, one might conclude that what is called type II corresponds to P-+ virus type but that type I seems to cover a range from P-to P-+ types. From Table 5 , it appears nevertheless that, in injection experiments, type I is more sensitive to the PP allele than type II. The valence of stabilized males (frequency of infected flies in their progeny) seems to be more sensitive to the effect of the PP allele than the multiplication of virus particles after injection. As for the response to the ref(3)D p allele, both types I and II appear to be sensitive to the D p allele; the highest sensitivity seems nevertheless to be found in type I isolates. This sensitivity might be responsible for the lower multiplication in the Paris stock compared with OPO/OPO or other PP/PP lines. The fact that the PUP p lines isolated from wild flies behave like the OPO/OPO strain and therefore do not appear to bear the D p allele might be an indication that this allele is not very frequent in natural populations of flies. Once again, when compared with laboratory strains, the samples of sigma collected from the wild, apart from Honolulu, show a moderate sensitivity to the two resistance genes studied.
The main conclusion which may be drawn from all these observations is that, unlike laboratory virus strains which have been artificially selected and may display a large range of variation, most of the natural isolates of sigma examined appear quite banal in injection experiments and share very comparable 'medium' characteristics. The observed variation does not appear to be greater among samples collected in geographically distant areas than in neighbouring regions. Only one serotype has been found so far among the sigma strains tested.
